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Abstract 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is a type of multicarrier modulation technique which is 

used in wireless communication. OFDM can be used in various wireless and wired application such Digital 
audio broadcasting, digital video broadcasting & wireless LAN. The Performance of OFDM system 
depends on various parameters such as using different transform, different modulation and by putting 
various channel coding. In this paper OFDM system is modeled by using different transform (DWT/FFT), 
different modulation (BPSK, QPSK, QAM) and different channel coding (Linear / Cyclic block codes) for 
AWGN channel. The performance parameter is calculated as Bit error rate (BER) for various 
transform/modulation/channel coding based OFDM systems. MATLAB Simulink tool is used to calculate 
the bit error rate (BER). 
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1.  Introduction 
OFDM is a type of multi-carrier modulation (MCM) technique which transmits signals 

through multiple carriers. These multiple carriers (subcarriers) have different frequencies and all 
subcarriers are orthogonal to each other [5]. It is used in both wired (ADSL) and wireless 
communications (wireless LAN) [1]. OFDM system has less interference because of the 
presence of orthogonal subcarriers. So OFDM system is widely used in wireless 
communication. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. OFDM Simulink model 

 
 

The block diagram of OFDM model is shown in Figure 1. In this figure 1, the serial data 
from the source is first converted into parallel form and then the modulation (mapping) 
technique is done. After mapping technique, the IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) 
operation is performed to convert frequency domain signal into time domain and then the signal 
is passed to channel and then at the receiver end the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) operation is 
performed to convert back the time domain signal into frequency domain and then demodulation 
is done and the recovered signal is obtained after passing it to parallel to serial converter [2]. 
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1.1. OFDM Performance Parameters 
OFDM is very popular technique as it produces very high data rate and which is used in 

wireless communication system. The performance of OFDM can be measured in interms of Bit 
error rate (BER). Bit error rate is defined as the ratio of number of errors that occur during 
transmission to the total number of bits transmitted. 
Bit Error rate= Number of Errors occurred during transmission/Total number of bits transmitted 
OFDM system can be modeled using various transform, different modulation and channel 
coding. The behavior of OFDM system using these parameters is evaluated interms of 
BER.OFDM system is modeled using: 
1) DWT/FFT transform 

Wavelet transform are popular and used for the analysis and compression of signals 
and images. Discrete wavelet transform are applied to discrete data sets and produce discrete 
outputs [3].  

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a discrete Fourier transform algorithm which 
reduces the number of computations needed for N points from 2N

2 to 2NlgN. An FFT is an 
algorithm that speeds up the calculation of a DFT. The entire purpose of an FFT is to speed up 
the calculations. 

 
2) Digital Modulation Techniques 
BPSK 

BPSK stands for Binary Phase shift Key. In this digital modulation two phases are 
generated for the two bit (1/0) information. For the transmission of „1‟ bit the phase shift is 0 
degree and for „0‟ bit transmission, the phase shift is 180 degree. 
QPSK 

It stands for Quadrature phase shift key. It is a type of Phase shift key in which two bits 
are send at the same time and two bits represents one symbol and four different phases are 
generated [4].  
QAM 

It stands for Quadrature amplitude modulation. It is a combination of both Amplitude 
shift key (ASK) and phase shift key (PSK) [5]. 
  
3) Channel coding  
Linear Block codes 

Block code is a type of error correcting code that acts on a block of k bits input data to 
produce n bits of output data. It is notated as (n, k). Linear block codes are so named because 
each code word in the set is a linear combination of a set of generator code words [6]. 
Cyclic Block codes 

An (n, k) linear code C is called a cyclic code if any cyclic shift of a codeword is another 
codeword. Cyclic codes are popular because they are effective for error correction/detection 
and have many algebraic properties that simplify encoding and decoding implementation [7] [8]. 
 
 
2. Proposed Simulation Model 

Following steps are used to model OFDM system: 
1. Bernoulli binary generator is used to pass input signal. Then different channel coding is 

applied on the input sequence. After passing the input signal through various channel 
coding, then mapping is done using various modulations (BPSK/QPSK and QAM) [9] 

2. Then the mapped output is modeled using different transform (DWT/FFT) 
3. The different transformed output is passed through the AWGN channel and then 

demodulation is done to calculate the BER parameter using Error rate calculation. 
The different model of OFDM based on DWT transform and linear coding is shown below in 
Figures 2-4  

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Algorithm.html
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Figure 2. DWT based OFDM model using Linear code with BPSK modulation 

 
 

Figure 3. DWT based OFDM model using Linear code with QPSK modulation 
 

 
Figure 4. DWT based OFDM model using Linear code with QAM modulation 

 
 

The different model of OFDM based on DWT transform and cyclic coding for various 
modulations are shown below in Figures 5-7. 

 
Figure 5. DWT based OFDM model using Cyclic code with BPSK modulation 
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Figure 6. DWT based OFDM model using Cyclic code with QAM QPSK modulation 

 
Figure 7. DWT based OFDM model using Cyclic code with QAM modulation 

 
 

The different model of OFDM using FFT and Linear / cyclic code using QPSK digital 
modulation are shown in Figures 8-9. 

 
Figure 8. FFT based OFDM model using Linear code with QPSK modulation 

 
Figure 9. FFT based OFDM model using Cyclic code with QPSK modulation 
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3. Simulation Results & Analysis 
The simulation parameters are as follows: 

Transform= DWT, FFT 
Modulation = BPSK, QPSK, QAM 
Channel coding = Linear block, Cyclic block code 
Channel= AWGN 
The simulation results is shown in Table 1  
 
 

Table 1. Simulation results of DWT/FFT based OFDM for Linear/Cyclic codes using 
BPSK/QPSK/QAM modulation 

Transform Coding BPSK(BER Value) QPSK(BER value) QAM(BER value) 

DWT Linear 0.5 0.5 0.5 
DWT Cyclic 0.5833 0.5833 0.4166 
FFT Linear 0 0.0833 0.5833 
FFT Cyclic 0 0 0.1666 

 
 
4. Conclusion 

In today‟s world there is a requirement for higher data rate which can be used for 
various applications and for this OFDM system is used. The simulation study calculates the 
BER for different transform, different modulation and different channel coding. The results 
shows that FFT based OFDM system produces better results as compared to DWT based 
OFDM system. Further the performance of OFDM system is better by using cyclic code as 
compared to Linear code. The OFDM system using Cyclic code and BPSK/QPSK modulation 
produce minimum value of BER as compared to other modulation technique. So BPSK/QPSK 
based OFDM system using FFT and cyclic code produces minimum value of BER. 
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